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Fertilizer Producer Ramps Up Capacity
with CDM Bucket Elevator
and En-Masse Conveyor

“

“I’ve always felt that CDM’s equipment
meets exactly what we want out of it
and their customer service is the best
I’ve ever come across. There’s a lot of
value in being able to get a hold of
them when you have a question.”
- Senior Project Manager, Fertilizer Producer

THE SITUATION

A North American Fertilizer Producer
was updating its process to increase
production of a specialty product. The
process required various screens to be
added for over and under separation.

A NEW BUCKET ELEVATOR
WAS NEEDED TO LIFT THE
PRODUCT AND A NEW
EN-MASSE DRAG CHAIN
CONVEYOR WAS NEEDED
TO MOVE THE PRODUCT
THROUGH THE
SCREENING PROCESS.

Off-spec product, unable to pass final
screening for loadout, would be recycled
back through the process.
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THE CHALLENGE

With a very limited installation envelope
inside the facility and the large physical
size of the additional screening
equipment, a 15-degree incline was
required for the en-masse drag chain
conveyor – which would carry product to
two separate screens and a
recycle discharge.
THE MILL’S NEED FOR A
700 MTPH CAPACITY AND
SPATIAL LIMITATIONS
RESULTED IN DIFFICULT
EQUIPMENT SIZING,
LAYOUT AND
OPERATING CONDITIONS.

CDM had to figure out how to
accommodate the expansion in
production with a challenging installation
and configuration.
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THE SOLUTION

The Fertilizer Producer was able to solve

•

The boot was designed for entire
internal take-up assembly (shaft,
traction wheels, bearings, take-up
frame) to be removed as an assembly
through these panels.

•

Upper casing section was provided
with inspection doors for observation
of the chain, buckets and fill.

•

Strategically located access doors
on the casing above the boot section
allow for bucket replacement, repair
or maintenance at a location more
conducive to maintenance personnel.

two problems at once with CDM, which
manufacturered both the high-capacity
continuous elevator and inclined
en-masse conveyor.
Bucket Elevator:
•

Built with high-capacity buckets and
robust chain to provide a continuous
product flow to the downstream
conveyor and minimize surging.

•

Further detail was provided for
maintenance and access to the
elevator because inspection and
observation at the boot would be
limited.

•

Sliding barn-style access doors at
the boot, internal gravity take-up,
316SST construction for washdown
and modular design were all included
in the boot design.
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THE BUCKET ELEVATOR
WAS ONE OF THE HIGHEST
CAPACITIES CDM HAS EVER
BUILT – NEARLY TWICE THE
SIZE OF ANY OTHER BUCKET
ELEVATOR ON FERTILIZER
PRODUCER’S SITE.

THE SOLUTION

Drag Chain Conveyor:
•

Built with “twin strands” to
accommodate the capacity while
mitigating the operating speed.

•

Materials of construction were
altered to improve wear-resistance
and minimize replacement of normal
wear items because of the associated
high capacity and
maintenance cycles.

•

Chain flight configuration was altered
to ensure product acceleration at the
inlet and to minimize surging caused
by the combination of the conveyor’s
incline and a continuous
discharge elevator.

•

Access panels (50” x 60”) were
fabricated from 5052 aluminum
and provided with sliding rollers
to remove the need for monorail
or ancillary winches for access –
allowing easier access for proper
preventive maintenance.
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THE RESULTS

Despite the higher speed and greater
load on the equipment, CDM’s bucket
elevator and en-masse drag conveyor
have withstood the rigors of handling
a large capacity of the moderately
abrasive and moderately corrosive
product – which makes it practical
for everything from fertilizer, potash,
phosphorus, etc.
The Fertilizer Producer has hit their
desired output of 700 metric tons per
hour, which has allowed them to increase
production and maximize profits. Despite
rigorous tasks, the Fertilizer Producer
hasn’t experienced any downtime with
the equipment.
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“

The way the equipment is shipped in
modular sections really speeds up the
installation process. All the parts are
easily labeled and were welded into
the equipment, so assembly was really
easy and really saved important time
during construction.”
- Senior Project Manager, Fertilizer Producer

Potash Producer Successfully
Doubles Its Capacity With Help
From CDM En-Masse Conveyors

THE SITUATION

A global Potash Producer was
undergoing a major expansion at an
existing facility in Saskatchewan, Canada
– including a new adjacent
processing plant.

THE EXPANSION AND NEW
CONSTRUCTION WOULD
DOUBLE ITS CAPACITY.

Nearly 100 individual conveyors for
material transfer were needed to meet
the increasing global demand for the
potassium-based lot, used mainly in
fertilizers. The company worked through
an Engineering, Procurement and
Construction (EPC) contractor with a list
of requirements for the expansion.
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THE CHALLENGE

The cost of operations needed to remain
low during the expansion. Potash’s
highly volatile, commodity-driven price
required rigorous cost controls on the
back end.

CAPITAL PURCHASES WERE
BASED ON TOTAL COST OF
OWNERSHIP (TCO).

The TCO requirements were complex
because the project had a wide range
of capacity and length specifications
for the conveyors. CDM had to find
an optimum design that addressed
variance in application with commonality
requirements to make spare parts
universal and keep TCO low.
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THE SOLUTION

CDM built the series of conveyors to
handle the wide range of variances:
capacities ranged from 20-1,475 MTPH
and lengths were between 30-170 feet
– all while ensuring conveyors could
handle product that could reach
up to 400°F.
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PROJECT BY THE NUMBERS

2

1
Common Failure
Mode Sensor
Universal sensor provided
immediate alert and saved
thousands of dollars in
inventory/repair costs

5

Chain Series
Depended on conveyor
length and speeds,
hourly capacity,
HP consumptions

Conveyor Sizes
Engineered for
capacities ranging
from 20-1,475 MTPH

6
Gear Reducers
HP ranges from 5-250 HP
and speed ranges from
16-30 RPM

7
Bearing Sizes/
Shaft Selections
This commonality
eliminated thousands
of dollars from annual
maintenance

Engineering Requirements

Elements of Design

Capacity requirement and bulk density

Used to calculate key conveyor components and establish ultimate performance

Distance to be conveyed

Necessary to determine chain pull and horse-power

Horsepower

Balanced energy consumption with optimum speed

Chain pull

Calculated for efficient operation with minimal wear on the motor

Abrasion/corrosion

Proper chain and housing design for longevity and minimalmaintenance requirement

Elevation

Important for flight selection to maintain required capacity rates and minimizing chain pull
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THE RESULTS

CDM balanced the variety of conveyors
with the necessary commonality to keep
TCO down, and also worked with the
Potash Producer’s structural department
to minimize the need for additional,
owner supplied structural steel. CDM
designed and supplied all conveyor
supports to account for
thermal expansion.

CDM’S TCO DESIGN APPROACH
RESULTED IN QUANTIFIABLE
SAVINGS FOR THE
POTASH PRODUCER.

By working with CDM, the Potash
Producer received custom-made,
built-to-last conveyors to help with
the rapid expansion.
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Improved Coal and Ash Handling System
Saves Facility Hundreds of Thousands
of Dollars in Maintenance Costs

THE SITUATION

A facility in northeastern North Dakota
needed to upgrade their central heating
system. The long and cold winters in
the region require a 7-month heating
season. The facility consisted of several
interconnected buildings, with boilers
producing steam to provide heat.

THE AGING, INEFFICIENT
SYSTEM WAS COSTLY TO
OPERATE BECAUSE OF
HIGH MAINTENANCE.

A new central heating system was
designed to gain operating and heating
efficiency – but the project had a strict
budget and expected a return on
investment of less than 5 years.
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THE CHALLENGE

A system was required to both bring
coal into the boiler and remove ash
from the boiler. While coal is typically
not a challenging material, the harsh
environmental exposure – temperatures
that can drop to -40F – required a chain
that could break up friable, frozen coal
but also handle free flowing fines.

THE CONFINES OF THE
PLANT REQUIRED A SMALL
FOOTPRINT – MAKING IT
CRITICAL TO EFFICIENTLY
UTILIZE SPACE.
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THE SOLUTION

A truck receiving conveyor was designed

operated gates – with bin level indicators

to handle material with flow rates of

to give monitoring personnel plenty

55 TPH, ensuring the plant never ran

of time to close the upstream gate

short on fuel. This conveyor meters the

and open downstream gates for an

flow rate from the receiving hopper and

uninterrupted flow.

elevates the coal around 40 feet at a
70-degree incline.

Coal is then drawn off the bins using
screw conveyors, which directly feeds

THE COAL’S WIDE RANGE
OF CHARACTERISTICS
REQUIRED A CDM 142STD
001 SERIES CHAIN.

the four boilers.
The bottom and fly ash from the boilers
is fed to an enclosed En-Masse Conveyor
– allowing the transfer and elevation of
ash without emissions. To address the

This chain series’ skeletal flight profile

abrasive product and high temperatures

effectively carries material with a broad

of the process, CDM constructed the

spectrum of characteristics.

conveyors with an abrasion-resistance
plate and provided all shaft penetrations

Downstream from the truck receiving

with high temperature packing gland

conveyor, CDM supplied a bin

shaft seals.

distribution conveyor with manually
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THE RESULTS

CDM’s conveyors provided a highly
efficient use of space, which allowed
the desired small footprint. The new
conveyor system had tangible financial
results for the facility.

AFTER THE FIRST YEAR OF
OPERATION, OFFICIALS SAID
THE NEW PLANT SAVED
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS
OF DOLLARS IN HEATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS.

The facility has had zero unplanned
downtime and only requires routine
maintenance. Not only did CDM
conveyors help improve the heating
process, but the facility also said they
are projected to come in under the
5-year ROI target.
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CDM Corrects Misapplied Conveyor
Application to Help Reduce Costs
and Increase Production

THE SITUATION

A global Fiberglass Insulation
Manufacturer used a combination
of screw and belt conveyors in all of
their North American plants to move
glass cullet and batch. Belt conveyors
were used when material had to be
moved further than 30 feet and screw
conveyors were used for shorter distance
applications and when hanger bearings
were not required.
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THE CHALLENGE

The tumbling nature of the screw
conveyor agitated the highly abrasive
material, which caused excessive
wear and tear.

MISAPPLIED CONVEYORS
INCREASED HOUSEKEEPING
AND MAINTENANCE
COSTS WHILE REDUCING
PRODUCTION OUTPUT.

The belt conveyors – because they tend
to only effectively use 20% of available
space – needed more physical space and
higher horse power for the job.
CDM needed to find a new, reliable
conveying method for moving abrasive
materials in a way that fit into the
Manufacturer’s existing floor space.
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THE SOLUTION

Client’s Concerns About Using a Drag Chain Conveyor

When one of the plant’s aging screw
conveyors was due for replacement, the
Manufacturer decided to try a different
method of conveyance. CDM reviewed
the application, material and installation
location before proposing a reinforced
Drag Chain Conveyor to replace the
screw conveyor.

CDM ENGINEERED THE DRAG
CHAIN CONVEYOR TO METER
THE FLOW FROM THE BIN
WITH MINIMAL CONVEYOR
EXTENSION BEYOND
THE INLET.
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Application
Location
The conveyor
needed minimal
clearance between
inlet and terminal
shaft because of
existing layout.

Metering

Elevation

The conveyor needed
to meter the product
feed from the bin
without flooding
the conveyor.

The product had
to be elevated at
an approximate
30-degree incline.

Product
Characteristics
The course cullet was
difficult to handle
and batch, so it was
important to feed the
downstream melter.

THE RESULTS

The Manufacturer realized immediate
savings from the reduced purchase
price and installation costs of the Drag
Chain Conveyor, which has now been in
operation for more than 10 years.
In this same time period, the
Manufacturer would have needed to
replace screw conveyors 4-5 times.

THE MANUFACTURER
INCREASED PRODUCTION,
REDUCED OPERATING AND
MAINTENANCE COSTS,
IMPROVED HEALTH AND
SAFETY AS WELL AS
VIRTUALLY ELIMINATED
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
DUSTING ISSUES.

Using A.R.S. 400BHN flights offered

The plant now operates with planned

greater efficiency of the cross section

outages in which chain and sprockets are

over the previous conveying methods.

replaced on 4-year intervals. The return

The smaller footprint of the conveyor

rails have only been replaced once

fit within the existing space of the

since installation.

screw conveyor without modification to
surrounding equipment. The conveyor

Because of the benefits the

was also supplied with a zero speed

Manufacturer received from

switch, plug chute sensor and a chain

custom-made equipment, CDM has

break indicator.

supplied more than 25 conveyors in
other North American locations.
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WHAT PROBLEM CAN
WE HELP YOU SOLVE?
Reach Out to CDM
cdmsys.com
sales@cdmsys.com
(763) 710-3996

